
WORK EXPERIENCE

A training course on creating websites 

using WordPress.

DESIGN ON WORDPRESS
A training course that covers academic 

design pro.

ACADEMIC DESIGN RULES PRO 
A training course offered by Noor Design 

Academy that focuses on advertising 

design with an emphasis on marketing 

aspects.
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I am an experienced graphic designer with extensive expertise in graphic design. I have the 
ability to create attractive and unique designs for brands and products. I have designed 
numerous graphics, prints, and other advertising materials for companies and individuals. I have 
the ability to transform ideas and concepts into stunning graphic designs and effectively
 highlight the advantages of products and services.

SUMMARY

PHOTOGRAPHER

TEAM WORK

MICROSOFT OFFICE

AFTER EFFECTS

WORDPRESS

PREMIERE

ILLUSTRATER

PHOTOSHOP

SKILLS

+9647803300996

PHONE:

mu.alamery@gmail.com
EMAIL:

BEHANCE:

linkedin.com/in/mu-ahmed

behance.net/mustafaalamery

LINKEDIN:
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OCT 2021 -  PRESENTGRAPHIC DESIGNER SPECIALIST
 UNISOL AGENCY 
-   Creating concept sketches and drafts to present design ideas.
-   Ensuring that designs align with brand guidelines and visual identity.
-   Working closely with other team members, such as copywriters and marketing
     professionals, to ensure cohesive visual communication.
-   Designing and developing graphics for various clients.

NOV 2022 -  MAR 2023GRAPHIC DESIGNER SPECIALIST
NABR PLATFORM
-    Designs graphics and visual content for social media posts and ads.
-    Creates designs for paid advertisements to achieve marketing goals.
-    Tests and improves designs based on user response and data.

OCT 2021 -  APR 2022GRAPHIC DESIGNER SPECIALIST
ROOM AGENCY 
-   Creating concept sketches and drafts to present design ideas.
-   Working closely with other team members, such as copywriters and marketing
     professionals, to ensure cohesive visual communication.

APR 2020 -  MAY 2021

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING & GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
AL-TADHAMUN  
-     Manage social media accounts.
-     Create and execute digital marketing campaigns and advertisements on social media.
-     Generate and manage creative and compelling content for social media posts and 
      advertisements, including, images, videos, and graphics.

APR 2020 -  MAY 2021GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
"NO TO BULLYING WITH DT" PROJECT

JUNE 2022 -  PRESENTGRAPHIC DESIGNER SENIOR
AR-RAZZI HOSPITAL
-     Designing graphics and visual content for posts and advertisements on social
      media platforms.
-     Working closely with the marketing and creative teams to achieve brand goals
       and effectively communicate with the audience.

-     Designing graphics and visual content for posts and advertisements on social
      media platforms.
-     Working closely with the marketing and creative teams to achieve brand goals
       and effectively communicate with the audience.


